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Abstract  

 
The report consist in an Equity Research on Spotify, which is the largest 
platform that allows users to listen music and podcasts. The music streaming 
market is expected to grow at CAGR of 14.6% until 2026. Spotify has a clear 
competitive advantage in relation to its competitors as its platform offers more 
features and its prices are in line with them. Spotify has exposure to the Chinese 
market through its 9% investment in TME, which is the largest music streaming 
company in China. Therefore, we expect a price per share of 182.24$, which 
corresponds to a 21.9% return in 2020. 
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 The online music streaming market is expected to grow 

14.6% annually between 2017 and 2026, reaching a value of $45.4 

billion in 2026. Spotify is expected to grow faster than the 

market due its competitive advantages. We forecast Spotify’s 

market share to grow from 30% to 46%. 

 Spotify has 113 million subscribers, almost twice as 

Apple, the second largest global music subscription service. We 

estimate a premium subscribers’ CAGR18-30 of 14.5%. 

 Spotify’s expansion to emerging markets will sustain 

growth in users for a long time. For instance, the entrance in 

India, which occurred in February 2019, achieved 2 million MAUs 

in one month.  

 The churn rate is expected to decrease to 4% due to 

growth of Family/Student plans and the wide variety of features 

Spotify is introducing (podcasts, music videos, radio stations). 

 Spotify has a 9% investment in TME, the leading online 

music entertainment platform in China, which we valued at 927 

million €.  

 Spotify has an active position in the market, having 

bought Gimlet Media and Parcasts and made a partnership with 

HigherGround, which reinforced its position in Podcasting market.  

 

Company description 

Spotify was launched in 2008 and it is a platform that allows its 
users to listen music and podcasts in computers, tablets and 
mobile devices either for free or through a paid premium version. 
It is present in 79 countries all over the world and it has 248 million 
Monthly Active Users and 113 million subscribers. 

  SPOTIFY TECHNOLOGY S.A. COMPANY REPORT 
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Spotify’s dominance in the market  

The largest global music subscription service… 

Recommendation: BUY 

  

Price Target FY20: $ 182.24  

  

Price (as of 31-Dec-2020) $149.55 

Reuters: SPOT.N, Bloomberg: SPOT US Equity 

  
52-week range ($) 109.02-157.66 

Market Cap ($b) 26.88 

Outstanding Shares (m) 179.74 

2020 Shareholder’s return 21.9% 

Source: Bloomberg 

  

Source: Bloomberg 

  
(Values in € millions) 2017 2018 2019E 

Revenues 4,090 5,259 6,802 

EBITDA (324) (11) 90 

Net Profit (1,235) (78) 21 

EPS (7) (0.44) 0.12 

P/E (19) (307) 1,139 

Capex n.a. 145 670 

R&D expenses 396 493 613 

Sales & Marketing expenses 567 620 762 

Source: Spotify’s Annual Report and own estimates 
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Figure 1: Spotify's logo 
Source: Google images 

 

Company Overview 

Company Description 

Founded by Daniel Ek and Martin Lorzenton in 2006, Spotify Technology S.A.1 is 

a Swedish company that revolutionized the music listening. Launched in 2008, 

Spotify2 is a platform that allows its users to listen music and podcasts in 

computers, tablets and mobile devices either for free or through a paid premium 

version. With approximately 4,000 full-time employees3 spread in 23 countries, 

the company’s mission is to “unlock the potential of human creativity by giving a 

million creative artists the opportunity to live off their art and billions of fans the 

opportunity to enjoy and be inspired by these creators”. 

In order to reach its mission, Spotify has paid more than 10 billion euros in 

royalties to rights holders and, currently, has more than 50 million tracks 

available in the platform. In that context, the company reached today 

approximately 248 million MAUs (Monthly Active Users) and 113 million 

subscribers. As a consequence, Spotify has become the largest global music 

subscription service, followed by Apple, the second largest with 60 million 

subscribers, which has almost half of the Spotify’s subscribers. 

Spotify is a global platform that is present in 79 countries all over the world and is 

growing in each of the four geographic regions. Europe is the largest one with 76 

million MAUs, which represent 35% of the total MAUs, followed by North 

America with 27% of the total MAUs. However, the two fastest growing regions 

are the Latin America and the Rest of the World with 22% and 16% of the total 

MAUs, respectively. In addition, the three largest markets in terms of MAUs are 

the United States, Brazil and United Kingdom. (Figure 2) 

Business Model 

In the past, before the appearance of Spotify, the music industry was a 

“transaction-based” experience where the users needed to buy music to own 

them. Or, as an alternative, users could also listen music in the traditional radios, 

which is a “linear distribution” model where the channels are programmed to 

deliver a limited song selection with no choice to its users. Nowadays, Spotify 

has transformed the way people access music by implementing an “access-

based” model, which offers an unlimited music streaming. 

                                                 
1 Spotify Technology S.A. is the legal name. 
2 Spotify is the commercial name, which is the one that will be used throughout the report. 
3 Most of the full-time employees are located in the United States, Sweden and United Kingdom. 

Largest global music 
streaming subscription 
service… 

Spotify has transformed the 
way people access and enjoy 
music… 

Figure 2: Spotify’s presence all over the 
world 
Source: Spotify’s website 
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Graph 1: Revenues vs Net income in 
million € (2016-2018) 
Source: Spotify’s annual report 

The business is composed by two segments – the premium and the ad-

supported service, which is a free offering. Despite the price, the main 

differences are that the free service is supported by ads, is only available online 

and, in the mobile app, it is only possible to listen on shuffle mode or pre-made 

playlist as it is not possible to select the track you want to listen. In contrast, the 

premium service has no ads, is available both online and offline and it is possible 

to listen any track you want in the mobile app. In addition to this, the ad-

supported service is only available on computers, tablets and mobile devices, 

while the premium users can also connect through speakers, receivers, 

televisions, cars, game consoles and smart watches. Also, the premium service 

has a better audio quality when compared to the ad-supported. 

In fact, both segments live independently but they are somehow correlated since 

engagement drives conversion. In that context, the ad-supported service serves 

as a way to convert users into the premium service. Therefore, as of December 

2018, approximately 50% of the MAUs became premium subscribers with 36 

months on average. 

In sum, the business model is simple to understand. On one hand, Spotify 

receives content from the creators and gives them royalties. On the other hand, 

the company receives ad revenues from the ad-supported users and 

subscription fees from the premium users and gives both an unlimited music 

streaming with the differences between services already mentioned. (Figure 3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Financial Overview 

Revenues are growing at a high pace in the recent years. In fact, revenues grew 

52% in 2016, 39% in 2017 and 29% in 2018. Despite this exceptional growth, the 

net income continues to be negative year after year. This is due to the fact that 

the cost of revenues, which mainly comprises royalties to rights holders, were 

almost 80% of the total revenues, on average. It is important to state that, in 2017, 

the net income was affected by a high amount paid related to finance costs (974 

Engagement drives 
conversion…

Figure 3: Spotify's business model 
Source: Spotify’s sustainability report 

Ad-supported vs premium… 

Business model... 
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Graph 2: Revenues per business 
segment in % (2018) 
Source: Spotify’s annual report 

Graph 4: Revenues per region in % 
(2018) 
Source: Spotify’s annual report 

Graph 3: Revenues per business 
segment in million € (2016-2018) 
Source: Spotify’s annual report 

Graph 5: Revenues per region in million € 
(2016-2018) 
Source: Spotify’s annual report 

million €). Conversely, in the third quarter of 2019, Spotify had a positive net 

income for the first time, which is related to the finance income of 226 million € in 

that period. 

Regarding the revenues per business segment, in 2018 the premium service 

represented 90% of the total revenues, while the ad-supported service 

represented only 10%. (Graph 2) 

Despite the fact that the revenues generated by the premium service are much 

larger, the revenues generated by the ad-supported service have been growing 

at a higher pace. In fact, the revenues from the ad-supported service grew 41% 

in 2017 and 30% in 2018, while the revenues from the premium service grew 

38% in 2017 and 28% in 2018. Therefore, the ad-supported service has the 

stability and the potential to continue to grow. This is relevant since, as 

mentioned before, the ad-supported service is a driver for the growth in the 

number of premium users. (Graph 3)  

In terms of revenues per geographical region, Spotify segments its revenues 

between United States, United Kingdom, Luxembourg and Other Countries. In 

2018, the majority of the revenues were generated from users in Other Countries 

(51%), followed by the United States (38%), United Kingdom (11%) and 

Luxembourg (0%) with almost no impact. (Graph 4) 

In addition, in every location the revenues have been growing in the past years. 

However, the region with the highest growth was Other Countries, which grew 

44% in 2017 and 31% in 2018. In the United States the revenues grew 34% in 

2017 and 25% in 2018, while in the United Kingdom the growth was 30% in both 

years. (Graph 5) 

Shareholder Structure and Return 

On April 3, 2018, Spotify completed a direct listing of the company’s ordinary 

shares on the NYSE under the symbol “SPOT”. Its initial public offering started 

with a share price of $147.92 and since then, it has been very volatile. In fact, the 

price has ranged from $103.29 to $198.99, causing a return of -30% and 35% in 

the worst- and best-case scenario, respectively, assuming that an investor holds 

the stock since the IPO. Currently (as of 31th December 2019) Spotify’s market 

cap is $26.88 billion, which corresponds to 179.74 million shares outstanding at 

a price of $149.55. (Graph 6)  

Regarding the capital structure, Spotify is financed by debt (adoption of IFRS 16 

regarding leases) and equity. In fact, the D/E of Spotify is 31.82%, assuming no 

excess cash. However, the company has a high amount of excess cash, leading 

Large amounts of excess 
cash… 

Graph 6: Spotify's stock price in $ (2018-
2019) 
Source: Bloomberg 
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Graph 7: Percent of total voting power 
(2018) 
Source: Spotify’s annual report 

to a negative net debt. Besides this, the company has never paid any dividends 

and it is not expected to pay in the foreseeable future. 

As of December 31, 2018, the founders Daniel Ek and Martin Lorentzon owned 

the majority of the ordinary shares and beneficiary certificates, representing 

77.9% in the aggregate of the combined voting power of all the voting securities. 

The rest is hold by Other (14.8%), Baillie Gifford & Co (3.2%), Tiger Global 

(2.3%) and Entities affiliated with TCV (1.8%). (Graph 7) 

Since the beginning, the founders created Spotify with the purpose of continuing 

as majority shareholders. Aligning this with their background in entrepreneurship 

and technology, its presence is considered to be beneficial for the company.  

In addition, Daniel Ek and his management team have a proved track record: 

 Daniel Ek (CEO): CTO of Stardoll, which is one of the largest online 

fashion communities, and the CEO of μTorrent. 

 Martin Lorentzon (Co-founder): founder of TrableDoubler (an internet 

marketing company) and member of the board of directors of Telia 

Company AB (Sweden’s main telecom operator). 

 Barry McCarthy (CFO): CFO of Netflix and member of the board of 

directors of several companies such as Pandora (Spotify’s competitor). 

 

Industry Overview 

Macroeconomic Outlook 

Since the end of the great depression in 2007 and the sovereign debt crisis in 

Europe in 2012, the world has experienced a strong growth, both in developed 

markets and developing markets. This expansion cycle has broken apparently 

this year, 2019, where the major economies in the world experienced a slower 

growth. According to the Table 1, the real GDP growth is estimated to slow down 

in every region across the globe in 2019, with no exception. It is important to 

highlight that in Europe the real GDP growth had already decreased in 2018, in 

comparison with 2017. The percentage change in the trade of goods also 

experienced the slowest growth in 2019 (1.5%), when compared with the 

previous and following periods under analysis. 

World GDP growth slowed 
down in 2019… 

Spotify has a qualified 
management team… 
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Despite the 2019’s slowdown, the World real GDP growth is expected to 

increase its growth from 2020 onwards. This growth will be sustained by the 

emerging markets, which are expected to have a stronger growth. North America 

is expected to slow down even more in 2020. After that, it is expected to recover, 

but not reaching previous year’s results in the forecasted time horizon. Similar 

trends are expected in Asia due to US-China trade war that is already severely 

affecting these two economies. 

Music Streaming Sector 

Before diving into the music streaming sector, it is important to make a brief 

overview of the global recorded music industry, which is made of not only digital 

content and streaming, but also physical content, performance rights and 

synchronization.  

After more than 14 years in decline, the industry started recovering in 2015, 

reaching $19.1 billion revenues in 2018. The evolution was the result of the 

transition from physical products to streaming content, which is sustaining the 

rapid recovering of the industry. It peaked in 1999 with $24 billion revenues and 

it did not exceed this value until today, which shows the potential growth it has 

after this period. (Graph 8) 

Moreover, as the music sector is included in the entertaining industry, whose 

growth tends to be correlated with the business cycle, this potential growth also 

indicates that this sector may not be affected severely in case the economy 

contracts. In fact, the sector is near historical lows and have strong growth 

dynamics, as it will be shown in the next paragraphs, which will sustain growth in 

the coming years. 

A recovery is expected 
though… 

Table 1: World economy indicators 
Source: Economist Intelligence Unit 

Graph 8: Global recorded music industry 
revenues in billion $ 
Source: IFPI 
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Graph 11: Number of paying online music 
service subscribers worldwide in million € 
Source: IFPI 

Graph 10: Global smartphone ownership 
and penetration 
Source: PwC Global Media and 
entertainment Outlook 

Moving to the music streaming market, it is made of revenues coming from 

subscription service fees and ad-supported (advertising-related). This market 

has experienced very strong growth in recent years, reaching $19.6 billion 

revenues in 2018, with the subscription segment representing 83.6 % and the 

ad-supported segment 16.4%. (Graph 9) 

The growth of this sector has been driven not only by the expansion of high-

speed internet, connected devices and cloud technologies, but also by the 

emergence of technologies in music streaming delivery. In fact, the increase on 

the global smartphone penetration explains, in part, the evolution of the sector. 

(Graph 10) 

As a result of a growing sector, a number of players have entered the market. 

Spotify is the market leader, however some companies such as Apple, Google 

and Amazon has been extending its services to include music streaming as well 

as small new players (e.g. Pandora and Tidal).  

One of the main threats against the sector is the value gap, which is the 

mismatch between the value obtained by digital service providers (such as 

Youtube) on their platforms and the revenue returned to the artists. This is also 

related to websites where it is possible, illegally, to download music content for 

free. This creates unfair competition against music streaming platforms. 

However, it is expected that stricter laws and regulation will appear to prevent 

this hurdle. According to a report of International Federation of the Phonographic 

Industry (IFPI), 38% of music consumers are still downloading or using illegal 

means to listen to music, which shows the potential of music streaming market. 

In spite of value gap threat, the number of paying online music service 

subscribers globally has increasing significantly from 2010 to 2018, having 

increased almost thirtyfold. (Graph 11)  

This shows that value gap is not preventing the growth of the sector and that 

consumers are more willing to pay for content that is free of advertisements. In 

fact, it is expected a global online music streaming market’s compound annual 

growth rate between 2017 and 2026 of 14.6%, reaching revenues of $45.4 billion 

in 2026. (Graph 9) 

This growth will be sustained not only by the reasons presented above, but also, 

and essentially, by the growth in countries where there is today a low penetration 

rate of 4G LTE, due to the improvement of the internet connection and mobile 

penetration in the future, which will make accessible to the population online 

music streaming services. Moreover, the 5G technology will also drive growth, 

given the improvement of internet connectivity across the globe.   

Value gap is threating the 
sector… 

Internet penetration, 4G and 
5G will boost the sector… 

Graph 9: Global online music streaming 
revenues forecast in billion $ 
Source: MIDiA Research 
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Graph 12: Global online music streaming 
market grography segmentation 
Source: Marketline 

In terms of geographic segmentation, the United States represents almost two-

thirds of this market. Germany, France and Japan are far behind the US, with 

together 24.1% of the market. In Germany and Japan physical sales are still 

popular, however music streaming has already had a strong growth. Areas such 

as Asia-Pacific are expected to have a significant growth in the coming years as 

internet connectivity and penetration are extremely low compared to US and 

Europe and outstanding improvements are expected. (Graph 12)  

 Five Forces Analysis 

In this analysis, online music streaming companies are being referred as players, 

individual consumers as buyers and producers and license holders as suppliers. 

Buyers are small and numerous. They are able to cancel for free subscriptions. 

Therefore, and knowing that there is little differentiation between players, they 

easily move from one to another based on price, recommendations and brand 

image. The competition may drive the price down, but buyers individually cannot 

affect prices. So, their bargaining power is considered moderate.  

Suppliers are large, multinational and powerful companies. Their industry 

operates as an oligopoly. Universal Music, Sony Music and Warner Music 

represent approximately 70% of the total recorded music market and 50% of the 

publishing market. This gives them an enormous control over music content. 

There are a small number of independent record companies, which helps reduce 

the market dominance, however it is not enough and even the artists that create 

the content have minimal power. Nonetheless, record labels are being criticized 

for not paying enough money to artists and making deceiving contracts with 

them. Moreover, recent trends such as rise of home recording, crowdfunding, 

social networks and music TV shows have been creating alternatives for artists 

to spread their music and become famous without depending on record labels. 

There are also emerging companies that do not keep the music rights, just 

charging a fee for the services artists want. This is good for artists that are 

already known in the market (the rise of social networks eased this as said 

before), which do not need advances and development. As a result, and knowing 

that music streaming companies cannot provide their services without the rights, 

suppliers have a strong bargaining power. Nonetheless, with the decline of the 

market share of record labels that keep the rights of the artists, streaming 

companies will have more power in the negotiation and the fees paid will decline 

due to “disintermediation”. 

New entrants. The supremacy of current players makes it difficult for new 

entrants, especially if they do not have enough financial power to take over the 

mass market. Current players have a good image towards the buyers and are 

Buyers bargaining power is 
moderate… 

Suppliers bargaining power is 
high… 

The threat of new entrants is 
moderate… 
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trusted, which makes easier to obtain contracts with suppliers. Therefore, we 

believe it is possible to enter this market as a small niche offering or an existing 

company expanding its operations (what Apple, Google and Amazon did). In 

fact, the strong growth expected in this sector may attract new players and, 

therefore, the threat of new entrants is moderate.  

Threat of substitutes. CDs continue in a sharp decline. Vinyl sales have 

increased in recent years. Youtube is seen as the biggest substitute of online 

music streaming as it provides a similar service and has increased twofold its 

revenues between 2013 and 2016. Moreover, online music streaming is 

considered as a leisure product and so it has indirect competition from other 

recreational goods, such as gaming, museums and social networking. Therefore, 

the threat of substitutes when considering music streaming as an entertainment 

activity is strong. 

Rivalry. This market is highly concentrated, with a small number of large, 

multinational companies, such as Spotify, Google, Apple, Amazon, Pandora, 

Tidal, among others. As buyers can change easily between them, rivalry 

between them is stimulated. Therefore, and as there is little differentiation in its 

core service, companies need to come up with different offerings to attract and 

retain buyers and the competitors need to be cautious to not be behind them.  

For example, the development by Apple and Amazon of smart speakers led 

Spotify to start developing a smart speaker. Moreover, the market is relatively 

easy to exit as there is no physical products involved and most of the costs are 

variable. As a result, we consider the degree of rivalry moderate, considering it is 

reduced by the strong growth the overall market will likely have in the future.  

Peers 

Spotify competes for the time and attention of users with other content providers 

in a large number of factors, such as price, quality of experience, relevance and 

diversity of content, ease of use, accessibility, reputation, among others. 

Nowadays, some of the competitors of Spotify are Apple Music, Google Play 

Music, Amazon Music, YouTube Music, Tidal, Pandora, Deezer, SoundCloud, 

Napster, Joox, among others. However, this might change very quickly since the 

industry is characterized by rapidly changing market requirements and emergence 

of new competitors. 

The key differentiating factor between Spotify and other music content providers 

is their ability to predict music that the users will enjoy. This is explained by the 

advanced data analytics systems and algorithms that the company has. 

The threat of substitutes is 
strong… 

Rivalry is moderate, at least in 
medium-term… 

Spotify competes in a large 
number of factors… 

Spotify’s key differentiating 
factor… 

Competitors… 
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Spotify is making significant 
moves in Podcasting… 

However, Spotify needs to enhance and improve the existing service in a 

continuous way, by introducing new services and features with additional 

technological advances and an adaptable platform to continue to be the largest 

global music subscription service. 

As it is possible to observe in Table 24, Spotify is the leader in most of the 

factors of competition presented. In fact, when comparing with the main 

competitors, Spotify only loses to Google for the fact that its free service is 

supported by ads. Therefore, when aggregating all the factors, it is possible to 

conclude that Spotify has a competitive advantage among its competitors. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

In relation to peer profitability analysis, the companies chosen were the 

comparables - the ones that are listed and that are offering a similar service or 

that have a similar cost structure (Netflix). 

Apple, Amazon and Google are the ones with higher revenues5, which is 

explained by the different businesses units each company has. In terms of EBIT 

Margin, Google has the highest one (19.2%), followed by TME (17.39%), Apple 

(11.6%), Netflix (10.2%), Amazon (5.3%), Spotify (-0.8%) and Pandora (-23.0%). 

Regarding the asset turnover (i.e. how efficient a company is using its assets to 

generate revenue), the most efficient is Amazon (1.4), followed by Spotify and 

Pandora (1.2), Apple (0.7), Netflix and Google (0.6) and TME (0.4). (Figure 4) 

Presence of Spotify 

 Podcasting market 

Spotify made several moves to get into Podcasting industry. The company bought 

Gimlet Media, which is a digital media company and podcast network, focused on 

producing narrative podcasts. It also bought Parcasts, which is a podcast network 

that specializes in crime, and Anchor, which is a platform where it is possible to 

distribute and monetize one’s podcasts for free. In addition, it made a partnership 

                                                 
4 The colour “green” means that the service is the best among the competitors and the “red” the worst. The “yellow” means that it is in 
the middle. 
5 The size of the bubble represents the revenues. 

Improve the service in a 
continuous way… 

Spotify’s competitive 
advantage… 

Figure 4: Spotify and competitors’ 
profitability 
Source: Companies’ Annual Reports 

Table 2: Industry’s factors of competition 
Source: Companies’ websites 

Spotify Apple Music Amazon Music Google Play Music Pandora Tidal

Premium Monthly fee $9.99 $9.99 $9.99 $9.99 $9.99 $9.99

Family discount $14.99 up to 6 users $14.99 up to 6 users $14.99 up to 6 users $14.99 up to 6 users $14.99 up to 6 users
50% off each additional 
account up to 4 users

Student discount $4.99 $4.99 No No $4.99 $4.99

Free option Yes No Yes Yes Yes No

Ads in the free option Yes - Yes No Yes -

Free Trial period 3 months 3 months 1 month 1 month 2 months 3 months

Music library size 50 million 50 million 50 million 40 million 2 million 50 milion

Offline listening Mobile and desktop Mobile Mobile and desktop Mobile Mobile Mobile

Radio stations Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Podcasts Yes No No Yes Yes Yes

Music videos Yes Yes No No No Yes
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Graph 13: Monthly US podcast listeners in 
millions 
Source: Edison research 

Graph 15: Music industry revenue in 
China from 2012 to 2018 in billion yuan 
Source: Statista 

with Mr. Barack Obama and its wife Michelle Obama’s production company, 

Higher Ground, to produce exclusive content for Spotify.  

Today, podcasting represents less than 10% of the streams, but audiences 

almost doubled since the beginning of 2019. Therefore, the entrance in this 

market not only attracts subscribers, but also increase consumer satisfaction 

through service differentiation, which improves users’ engagement and reduces 

the churn rate. All of this is reflected in profit margins due to economies of scale. 

This will not affect ARPU (Average Revenue per User) as there has been having 

some price-based competition, which put downward pressure on prices. 

Finally, to have a grasp of this market, the US podcast monthly listeners have 

been increasing and are expected to increase in the future. The cumulative 

annual growth rate between 2014 and 2018 was 17.8% and between 2018 and 

2021 is projected to be 12.3%. (Graph 13) 

 Chinese Market 

Spotify has a 9% investment in Tencent Music Entertainment (TME) valued on 

its Balance Sheet at 1.7 billion € reported on the third quarter. TME is the leading 

online music entertainment platform in China, operating four highly popular and 

innovative music app in China: QQ Music, Kugou Music, Kuwo Music and 

WeSign. The first three apps are the largest music apps in China with a 

combined 700 million MAUs (Monthly Active Users). Recently, TME signed a 

deal with a NetEase, which is a Chinese digital giant, to share 99% of all content 

to which they hold rights. (Graph 14) 

Therefore, Spotify has exposure in the rapidly growing Chinese market via this 

investment. TME is a public company trading on NYSE since December 12, 

2018. In that year, it generated revenues of 2.45 billion €, a gross margin of 935 

million €, a margin EBITDA of 21% and a net income of 230 million €6. The 

upside potential of this investment comes from the fact that the copyright 

protection laws improved substantial in the last few years. As a result, knowing 

that the marketplace has been having a double digit growth and the music 

industry revenue at c. 7% annually, we believe that TME is going to continue to 

grow in the following years at a strong pace. (Graph 15) 

TME’s current market cap is 17.22 billion €7, which corresponds to a market 

value of Spotify’s 9% stake of 1.55 billion €. By using the same multiples (same 

industry, same comparables) presented in the relative valuation chapter, TME’s 

enterprise value is 10.30 billion €. Therefore, under this valuation method, 

                                                 
6 This values were converted at current Yuan to Euros exchange rate. 
7 This values were converted at current USD to Euros exchange rate. 

Graph 14: TME’s revenue evolution from 
2016 to 2018 in billion yuan 
Source: Bloomberg 
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Graph 16: Spotify’s client’s demographics 
Source: Spotify’s annual report 

Spotify’s stake is worth 927 million €, which will be the value used in our 

valuation for “Long-term investments” caption. 

 Spotify’s activity in the market 

One of the main risks of streaming companies is the low power they have 

towards its suppliers, i.e., producers and license holders (record labels). As a 

consequence, we were alleviated when was released the new agreement of 

Spotify with two of its four major record label companies since a non-agreement 

would be mean less music offer for clients. Besides that, there is also a 

discussion ongoing with the two other record labels. Disclosure of the details of 

the deals were not made by management. 

There is also another factor that gives us a positive feeling about Spotify’s future 

growth: young demographics of users. In fact, almost 50% of the users are under 

the age of 25 and more than 70% of the users are under the age of 35. This 

makes a long-term relationship more probable and with a higher average period. 

(Graph 16) 

In addition to the acquisitions related to the Podcasts industry, there are other 

moves Spotify is making. In September, it acquired Soundbetter, which is a 

global audio production and collaboration marketplace helping creators 

worldwide connect and hire top audio professionals, with currently around 

180,000 users. 

Spotify also launched a product that transforms both artist and record labels as 

potential customers. The idea is that the platform would give a valuable 

information regarding optimization of tours, new artist discovery, and also allow 

the promotion of artist and albums, which, in the end, would allow a record label 

to give an advantage over its rivals. In case all record labels use the platform, the 

competitive advantage vanishes, but is still a win-win situation for all players. 

Therefore, we think that Spotify will maintain its current position, since it has a 

more global reach than its competitors and, although many deep-pocketed 

companies have tried to penetrate the market, it was able to grow at a strong 

pace due to its competitive advantage. Moreover, as said before, the expansion 

to emerging markets, such as India (occurred in February 2019), will sustain 

growth in users for a long time. Lastly, a business cycle contraction is expected 

not to affect Spotify very much as the music industry reached a bottom in recent 

years and strong growth dynamics are occurring in the sector. Hence, we believe 

that this is leading Spotify to a success cycle, where the rise in users and content 

consumed by them generates a lot of data, which is then used to improve user 

experience, increasing their satisfaction, reducing churn rate and leading, again, 

Spotify’s acquisition of 
Soundbetter… 

Spotify has entered into a 
success cycle… 

Record labels can now use 
Spotify to take valuable 
information and promote 
artists… 
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to increases in the number of users. All of this is sustained by not only organic 

growth through research and development, but also by acquisitions.  

Investment Risks 

There are some investment risks that investors should be aware of. This is a 

business where hit content does not last long, every player has access to the 

same music content and level of competition is moderate. However, as soon as 

the overall growth of the market reduces to a level that every player cannot grow 

at the desired levels, competition related problems may skyrocket.  

Therefore, one of the main risks identified is competition from large, deep-

pocketed players. The most dangerous one is Apple, which does not rely on 

music streaming for enterprise value creation and it is wealthy enough to tolerant 

losses for some periods. Moreover, Apple has the advantage of having its app 

pre-installed in all new IOS devices, which are extremely popular worldwide. In 

fact, in the last months Spotify increased the free trial period from 1 month to 3 

months, which was already done by other competitors and it was a way to avoid 

subscriber shortfalls. The impact on valuation of this risks is explored in the 

peers section. 

Secondly, and somehow related to the previous one, is that Spotify’s 

differentiation points are those technological and related to data curation and 

analysis. This means that at any time Apple, Amazon, Google, among others, 

can acquire or even acquire that techniques. To keep pace with the market and 

avoid other player overtaking the number one position of Spotify, a constant 

investment and R&D is necessary. 

Thirdly, music costs represent more than 74% of Spotify’s total revenue. Hence, 

any movement in these costs may reduce the expected profit. Royalty rates and 

contracts with record labels changes may also adversely affect Spotify. The way 

this risk impacts Spotify is explained above, in the suppliers part of the 5 forces 

analysis, and below, in the cost of sales forecasting part. 

Another risk is related to the fact that most of the opportunities in this market are 

located in emerging markets, as discussed before. In these markets, GDPs and 

disposable incomes are effectively growing, but continue to be below to those of 

the developed markets, where Spotify currently has a stronger presence. 

Therefore, the entrance in these markets may increase the quantity of sales, but 

it might contract current average revenue per user (ARPU), as it is explained in 

the ARPU section below. 

Finally, there is also the risk that Spotify’s investment in podcasting fails. In spite 

of good prospects towards this market, there is still some uncertainty due to lack 

Spotify is facing multiple 
risks… 

Too much dependence on 
powerful record labels… 

Entrance in emerging markets 
might reduce ARPU… 

There is a risk related to failed 
investments… 

Multiple competitors in the 
market… 

Technological differentiation 
points… 
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of relevant track record. If investors perceive this investment as risky, the share 

price might be affected as Spotify’s profitability is affected.  

 

Valuation 

Key Value Drivers 

In order to build a robust forecasting model, one should give an extra emphasis 

to revenues. In fact, the majority of the captions will be either directly or indirectly 

driven by revenues. That’s why one should devote a strong effort to arrive at a 

good revenue forecast model, especially in rapidly growing businesses.  

As a result, the revenues’ key value drivers will be described and analyzed in this 

Chapter. (See Appendix – Revenues Forecasting Model) 

 Monthly Ad-supported ARPU 

The Monthly Ad-supported Average Revenue Per User is defined as the ad-

supported revenue recognized in the year divided by the average ad-supported 

MAUs (Monthly Active Users), which is then divided by 12 months. 

In the past years, the Monthly Ad-supported ARPU remained relatively constant. 

In fact, in 2017 it was 0.41€ and in 2018 it was 0.43€, meaning that Spotify 

earned 0.41€ and 0.43€ per each ad-supported user in each month, respectively. 

 Conversion to Premium Rate 

As previously mentioned, the ad-supported service serves as a way to convert 

users into the premium service. In that context, the Conversion to Premium Rate 

is a crucial driver to determine how many customers will move into the premium 

service, affecting negatively the ad-supported MAUs and positively the premium 

subscribers. 

In the past, according to Barry McCarthy (CFO of the firm), Spotify had a 

Conversion to Premium Rate around 50%, meaning that half of the ad-supported 

MAUs moved to the premium service in each year. 

 New Ad-supported Customers Growth Rate 

Contrary to the conversion to premium rate, the New Ad-supported Customers 

affects positively the ad-supported MAUs. As a result, by having the beginning 

and ending ad-supported customers and the lost customers (due to the 

conversion to premium), by difference, the new ad-supported customers were 54 

million in 2017 and 70 million in 2018, representing an increase of 28.70%. This 

Ad-supported ARPU has been 
stable… 

The way to move from ad-
supported to premium… 

Key driver to be determined… 

Importance of revenues… 
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growth rate is an important driver to be determined in the future, as it gives the 

new ad-supported customers in each year. 

 Monthly Premium ARPU 

The Monthly Premium Average Revenue per User is defined as the premium 

revenue recognized in the year divided by the average premium subscribers, 

which is then divided by 12 months. 

In the past years, the Monthly Premium ARPU had been declining. In fact, in 

2017 it was 5.15€ and in 2018 it was 4.71€, meaning that Spotify earned 5.15€ 

and 4.71€ per each premium user in each month, respectively.  

It is important to refer that the growth of Family and Student plans as well as the 

penetration in emerging markets and the increasing competition have decreased 

the Monthly Premium ARPU. 

 Monthly Premium Churn Rate 

The Monthly Premium Churn Rate is the percentage of subscribers who 

discontinue their subscriptions within one month.  

In the recent years, the Monthly Premium Churn Rate has been declining. In fact, 

it was 7.70%, 6.60% and 5.50% in 2015, 2016 and 2017, respectively. In 

addition, in the Annual Report it is mentioned that the Monthly Premium Churn 

Rate fell below 5% in 2018. Thus, it was assumed to be 4.75%. 

It is important to refer that the growth of Family and Student plans as well as the 

introduction of podcasting services have been helping to improve the retention 

across the premium service, reducing the Monthly Premium Churn Rate. 

 New Customers from Bi-annual Trial Campaign and 

others 

The Bi-annual Trial Campaign usually occurs in the second and fourth quarters 

of each year and it typically offers the premium service for free or at a discounted 

price for a period of time. 

Contrary to the monthly premium churn rate, the New Customers from Bi-annual 

Trial Campaign affects positively the premium subscribers. Therefore, by having 

the beginning and ending premium subscribers, the new customers (due to the 

conversion to premium) and the lost customers (from the monthly premium churn 

rate), by difference, the new premium customers from bi-annual trial campaign 

were 16 and 19 million in 2017 and 2018, respectively. 

It is important to refer that not all the new premium customers come either from 

the ad-supported service or from the bi-annual trial campaign. In that context, in 

Premium ARPU has been 
decreasing… 

Churn rate has been 
decreasing… 

The campaigns occur in the 
2nd and 4th quarter… 
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this driver it is also included other new premium customers who are not coming 

from the latest.  

Forecasting 

Before starting to forecast individual line items, it is necessary to determine how 

many years of explicit forecast it will be done and when to apply the perpetuity 

formula. Consequently, it was decided to develop an explicit forecast until the 

company reaches a steady performance, meaning that the Return on Invested 

Capital and the Reinvestment Rate should reach a steady state. 

It is important to point out that the financial statements were reformulated, 

meaning that they were divided into operating business, non-operating business 

and financial activities. In that context, the focus in this Chapter will be the 

operating business since the non-operating business will be valued at book 

value.  

 Revenues 

Now that the revenue model was built for 2017 and 2018, to arrive to the 

revenues for the following years, one needs to estimate the key value drivers for 

the future. 

In the ad-supported segment, the Monthly Ad-supported ARPU is not expected 

to vary from the past. Consequently, it was forecasted as 0.43€8 for 2019. For 

the future, it is still the average of past years growing at a nominal rate equal to 

expected inflation rate (i.e. zero real growth). Therefore, the Ad-supported ARPU 

is expected to reach 0.58€ by 2030. The Conversion to Premium Rate was also 

forecasted in line with what happened in the past – 50%. Finally, for the New Ad-

supported Cusomers Growth Rate, it was assumed to be the same rate as the 

MIDiA Research9 predicted for the whole music streaming market revenues – 

20% in 2019, falling to 10% in 2022 and decreasing 1 p.p. onwards. Therefore, 

knowing that Spotify has a competitive advantage over its peers, we are being 

conservative when using the expected industry’s revenue growth rate.  

In the premium segment, the Monthly ARPU is expected to decrease due to the 

growth of the Family and Student plans, increasing number of users in emerging 

markets (where the price is lower) and increasing competition. However, it is not 

expected to fall below 4.00€, otherwise the margin would decrease to a level not 

acceptable by shareholders (analyst consensus). The Monthly Premium Churn 

                                                 
8 0.43€ was calculated assuming a Monthly Ad-supported ARPU in 2019 Q4 of 0.52€ since there is seasonality in this driver, meaning 
that in the Christmas time the Ad-supported ARPU tends to increase substantially. 
9 When building the revenue forecast model, one of the findings was that the New Ad-supported Customers Growth Rate of Spotify was 
28.70% in 2018, which is what the MIDiA Research predicted for growth of the industry’s revenues – 29%. Hence, it was considered to 
be a strong benchmark for this driver, taking into consideration the competitive advantage that Spotify has. 

Forecasting explicitly until 
reaches a steady state… 

Ad-supported segment’s 
value drivers forecast… 

Premium segment’s value 
drivers forecast… 
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Graph 17: Ad-supported and premium 
revenues in million € (2017-2030) 

Rate is decreasing year after year, so it was forecasted following that reasoning, 

but never falling below 4%. In fact, the Churn Rate should decrease because 

Spotify is putting effort to improve users’ engagement by introducing Podcasts in 

the platform. This, aligned with the Student and Family Plans, will increase 

engagement and, as a consequence, will decrease the Churn Rate. Finally, the 

New Premium Customers from Bi-annual Trial Campaign is expected to increase 

by the same number of past year +0.5 million users in the regions of Latin 

America and Rest of the World (the two fastest growing regions). In Europe and 

in North America, it is expected to increase by the same number of past year. 

By having set these parameters, both revenues from ad-supported and premium 

segments were calculated. In 2030, the revenues are expected to be 2.7€ billion 

in the ad-supported segment and 21.1€ billion in the premium segment, which is 

4.9 and 4.5 times higher when comparing with 2018. When aggregating both 

segments, the total revenues in 2030 are expected to be 23.8€ billion, which is 

4.5 times higher than in 2018. (Graph 17) 

Having calculated the internet penetration (number of internet users per 

geographic region) and segregated the Ad-supported and Premium users 

between geographies, it was possible to get the Spotify penetration in each 

location. As it is possible to see in Table 3, it is expected to move from 9%, 14%, 

7% and 1% to 40%, 69%, 39% and 4% in Europe, North America, Latin America 

and Rest of the World, respectively.  

 

 

 

This table was built under the assumption that internet penetration will keep 

constant from 2019 onwards due to lack of information regarding the number of 

internet users in the future. Nonetheless, it allowed us to check whether our 

projections are reasonable and trustworthy (i.e. lower than our addressable 

market). 

It is important to refer that we are assuming that the premium subscribers in 

Latin America and Rest of the World region will move from 20% to 22% and from 

10% to 14%, respectively, since they are the two fastest growing regions. As a 

consequence, in Europe it was assumed to decrease from 40% to 36% and in 

North America to decrease from 30% to 28%. 

 

 

2017 A  2018 A 2019 F 2020 F 2021 F 2022 F 2023 F 2024 F 2025 F 2026 F 2027 F 2028 F 2029 F 2030 F

Europe 9% 11% 13% 16% 20% 23% 25% 28% 31% 33% 35% 37% 39% 40%
North America 14% 16% 22% 27% 33% 38% 43% 47% 52% 56% 60% 64% 67% 69%
Latin America 7% 9% 11% 13% 16% 19% 22% 24% 27% 30% 32% 35% 37% 39%
Rest of the world 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 2% 2% 2% 2% 3% 3% 3% 3% 4%

Table 3: Spotify penetration in each geographic region (2017-2030) 
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Graph 18: Expenses as a % of revenue 
(2017-2030) 

 Expenses 

The operating expenses of Spotify are the cost of revenues, research and 

development, sales and marketing and general and administrative. All of them 

were forecasted as a percentage of revenues. (Graph 18) 

The cost of revenues has been high in the recent years (79.24% in 2017 and 

74.27% in 2018). For Spotify it will be difficult to decrease substantially this 

number since this caption comprises royalties and distribution costs related to 

content streaming. However, as we saw in the Five Forces Analysis, with the 

decline of the market share of record labels that keep the rights of the artists, 

streaming companies will have more power in the negotiation and the fees paid 

will decline due to “disintermediation”. Therefore, it was forecasted to decrease 

until 70% since the bargaining power of the suppliers is still high. Nonetheless, 

when looking into the cost of revenues of the comparables, we noticed that they 

have values near 61%. (Table 4) 

However, this is not a “fair comparison” because most of them are also selling 

physical products that have a higher gross margin. For this reason, we believe 

that a convergence to 70% of sales is a reasonable forecast, which is line with 

analysts’ predictions. 

The sales and marketing expenses are expected to move from 11.79% as a 

percentage of revenues to 6% in the future, which is line with “mature” 

competitors like Amazon and Apple. The general and administrative expenses 

are expected to keep up pace with revenues growth, forecasted as 5.83% as a 

percentage of revenue. Finally, the research and development costs are costs 

incurred for development of products related to the Group’s platform and service 

and, hence, they are strictly correlated with Spotify’s strategy of continuous 

improvement and delivery of a high quality service. Therefore, its growth is 

directly related to revenues growth, forecasted as 10.53% as a percentage of 

revenue, which is the industry’s average.  

Summing up, using a statutory tax rate of 17.00%10, the operating income is 

expected to move from -0.9€ billion in 2017 to 1.5 € billion in 2030. (Graph 19) 

 Invested Capital 

In this Chapter we will cover the captions with more relevance of the Balance 

Sheet. 

Regarding the Property and Equipment, Lease right-of use assets and 

Intangibles, these were forecasted as a percentage of revenue. However, while 

                                                 
10 Tax rate of Luxembourg according to KPMG. 

Table 4: Comparables’ costs analysis 
(2018) 

Spotify Netflix Apple Google Amazon Pandora Tencent Mean

Revenues 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Cogs 74% 63% 62% 44% 60% 65% 62% 61%
Marketing 9% 15% 6% 12% 6% 35% 9% 13%
R&D 12% 8% 5% 16% 12% 10% - 11%
SG&A 5% 4% - 4% 2% 13% 12% 7%

Graph 19: Operating income in billion € 
(2017-2030) 
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in Intangibles we do not expect a decrease on this percentage since this is 

related to the strategy of the company to increase and retain its customers, in the 

Property and Equipment and in the Lease right-of-use assets it is expected a 

decrease of this percentage since Spotify is a technology company that do not 

need to increase its fixed assets to increase its customers (economies of scale). 

Hence, the Intangibles are expected to be 0.71% as a percentage of revenue 

and the Property and Equipment and Lease right-of use assets are expected to 

move from 4.24% and 7.46% in 2019 to 2.99% and 6.36% in 2030 as a 

percentage of revenue, respectively. It is important to state that the Lease 

Liabilities are moving at the same pace as the Lease right-of-use assets. 

With respect to the Receivables and Payables, it is possible to conclude that 

Spotify is receiving sooner but also paying sooner. In fact, the Average 

Collection Period (ACP) was 27.76 days in 2018 and it is expected to be 25.02 

days from 2019 onwards. The Average Payable Period (APP) was 39.90 days 

and it is expected to fall to 37.52 days from 2019 onwards. 

The Accrued fees to rights holders is one of the most important captions in the 

whole Balance Sheet as alone it is almost bigger than the operating assets. This 

caption is related to the cost of revenue, which are the royalties that are paid to 

the rights holders. As previously seen, the cost of revenue is not expected to 

vary a lot and, therefore, this caption was forecasted using 23.27% as a 

percentage of the cost of revenue, which is the percentage of 2019. 

To conclude, the Operating Invested Capital of Spotify is negative year after 

year. This is due to the fact that the company has much more liabilities than 

assets, like it is expected in a technology company. 

Continuing Value 

After having forecasted the Income Statement (Appendix – Income Statement) 

and the Balance Sheet (Appendix – Balance Sheet), the Free Cash Flow map 

was built (Appendix – Free Cash Flow Statement). 

As it is possible to observe in Table 5, the unlevered free cash flow is expected 

to move from 150 million euros in 2018 to 1.7 billion euros in 2030. Because of 

the consistent generation of cash, it is expected that some shareholders will 

pressure the company to distribute part of it. As by 2024 the cash flow generated 

is expected to be higher than 1 billion euros, we assumed that the company will 

start distribute dividends. The dividend payout considered was 20.01%, which is 

the average payout ratio in the entertainment sector. 

Looking into the growth of the unlevered free cash flow, one might notice that it is 

decreasing to values near 2% in 2030. Therefore, as the Reinvestment Rate and 

PPE, Intangibles and 
Leases… 

Receivables vs Payables… 

Accrued fees to rights 
holders… 

Liabilities higher than 
assets… 

Dividends distribution in 
2024… 

2% growth from 2030 
onwards… 
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Table 6: Key inputs of cost of equity 

Value

Rf -0.26%

Beta 1.14

E(Rm) 6.00%

Re 6.89%

Cost of equity (Re)

the Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) are in a steady state, we assumed that 

Spotify’s perpetuity growth is 2%, which is the expected inflation. Hence, we are 

assuming that the company will grow at the inflation rate from 2030 onwards, 

assuming a real growth rate of 0%. 

It is important to say that calculating the perpetuity growth rate by using the 

Reinvestment Rate and Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) has no meaning for 

technology companies that usually have few assets in comparison to its liabilities 

(which implies a negative operating invested capital). In that context, both ratios 

were only used to assure that the company is growing at a steady state when 

applying the perpetuity formula. 

 

 

 

 

Discount Rate Estimation 

The rate to discount cash flows is called weighted average cost of capital 

(WACC), which requires the estimation of the cost of equity, the cost of debt and 

the target capital structure. 

Regarding the cost of equity, we used the CAPM model, whose methodology 

requires three different inputs: risk-free rate, beta and market risk premium. For 

the risk-free rate we used 10-year government bunds11, since it is denominated 

in the currency as the cash-flows. For the beta, we used an industry-derived12 

unlevered beta relevered to the company’s target capital structure, since 

company-specific betas vary too widely over time to be used reliably. In fact, the 

rolling betas were calculated and they are varying a lot. In addition, a regression 

was run and the confidence interval is quite wide (0.9-2.1), with a low R squared 

(0.25). The reason for this is that Spotify is a high growth company that is 

extremely sensitive to news in the market (e.g. competitors, regulation) which 

affect the stock price (but not necessarily the company’s fundamentals), 

depending on the perception of the investors/speculators. Therefore, an 

approach using betas’ competitors were used (value is within the confidence 

interval) and a sensitivity analysis was performed to test the robustness of this 

                                                 
11 Source: Bloomberg 
12 The public comparables used were Apple, Google, Amazon, Netflix and Tencent Music Entertainment. Source: Thomson ONE banker. 

Table 5: Operating unlevered FCF 
Operating unlevered free cash flow breakdown

 2018 A 2019 F 2020 F 2021 F 2022 F 2023 F 2024 F 2025 F 2026 F 2027 F 2028 F 2029F 2030 F 2031 F

NOPLAT 49 29 -5 164 395 684 976 1,114 1,217 1,309 1,390 1,461 1,521

Investment 101 -132 -224 215 211 202 214 245 238 220 205 189 172

Unlevered free cash flow 150 -103 -229 379 606 885 1,190 1,359 1,455 1,529 1,595 1,650 1,693 1,727

Growth rate (%) -168.83% 121.97% -265.63% 59.77% 46.12% 34.41% 14.20% 7.06% 5.07% 4.31% 3.48% 2.59% 2.00%

Invested capital -1,308 -1,164 -940 -1,155 -1,367 -1,568 -1,782 -2,027 -2,265 -2,485 -2,690 -2,879 -3,051

RR -204.25% 458.88% -4200.42% -130.92% -53.55% -29.47% -21.92% -22.00% -19.52% -16.81% -14.74% -12.96% -11.28%

ROIC -4.11% -2.20% 0.46% -17.47% -34.16% -50.04% -62.25% -62.51% -60.05% -57.79% -55.93% -54.31% -52.84%
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parameter.  For the market risk premium we used a generally accepted value 

based on historical averages13.  

Regarding the target capital structure, we assumed a 100% Equity/EV ratio for 

two reasons. One is that Spotify has little tangible assets that can be used as 

collateral and the other is that enough excess cash is being generated to 

reinvest and distribute dividends, not being necessary external financing. As a 

result, there is not necessary to calculate the cost of debt. 

So, after following the previous steps, the WACC14 given was 6.89%, which is 

basically our cost of equity since we assumed no debt. The same happens with 

the beta, which is equal to the unlevered beta. (Table 6) 

Discounted Cash Flows Method (DCF) 

We used three methods to value the equity value of Spotify: DCF model, APV 

model and EVA model. It will be presented only the DCF as the three models’ 

output are very close. 

As it is possible to see in Table 7, the operating activity was valued at market 

value by discounting at WACC all the Free Cash Flows. The non-operating items 

and net debt were valued at books values. Therefore, after summing the market 

value of the operating business and the book value of non-operating items and 

subtracting the net debt, we got an expected value of equity of 29,902 million € in 

2020. It is important to highlight that a large part of the book value of non-

operating items are related to the 9% investment in TME. Although, its book 

value was 1.7 billion euros, the result of our relative valuation of this investment 

was lower (0.93 billion €). 

The number of outstanding shares is c. 180 million. The projected price per 

share is 166.36€, which corresponds to $184.50 by converting it at the current 

exchange rate. Therefore, being the actual price $149.55 (as of 31th December 

2019), the return the return we expect during 2020 is 23.4%, assuming no 

dividends or share repurchases. 

Finally, as the return is higher than 10%, our recommendation is to buy the stock 

in the base case. 

 

 

 

                                                 
13 Source: “Corporate Finance”, Jonathan Berk, Peter DeMarzo 
14   
 

Expected return during 2020 
is 23.4%... 
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Sensitivity Analysis 

Since there is uncertainty regarding some parameters, a sensitivity analysis has 

been performed in order to alert investors for future different prices and to test 

the robustness of our model. 

The parameters considered are the ones that can vary the most, i.e., the beta 

and, as consequence, the WACC as well as the growth rate used for perpetuity. 

The range that has been chosen for the Beta is between 1.14 (from the 

industry’s unlevered beta relevered to the company’s target capital structure) and 

1.41 (from Spotify’s average rolling beta). Hence, the WACC will vary between 

6.89% and 8.59%. (Table 8) 

The range that has been chosen for the growth rate is between 1% and 3%, 

since the different projections for inflation are between these numbers, that we 

consider reasonable.  

Hence, by applying the different discount rates and growth rates, the sensitivity 

analysis has been performed and it is presented in Table 9. 

 

 

 

 

 

By analyzing the results, it is possible to conclude that for most of the cases it is 

recommend to buy (green) or hold (blue) the stock, offering a return higher than 

10% or between 0% and 10%, respectively. For the remaining scenarios, it is 

recommend to sell (red) since the return is below 0% (i.e. negative).  

However, it is important to refer that this analysis was very conservative since 

the Beta range started with 1.14 (value used in the valuation), meaning that we 

did not consider a decrease in the Beta that would reinforce the Buy position. 

 

Table 7: DCF Model 
Discounted Cash Flows (DCF)

€ millions 31-12-2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 - perp.

Operating unlevered FCF -229 379 606 885 1,190 1,359 1,455 1,529 1,595 1,650 1,693 1,727

@WACC 6.89% 6.89% 6.89% 6.89% 6.89% 6.89% 6.89% 6.89% 6.89% 6.89% 6.89% 6.89%

Operating unlevered FCF @WACC 26,826 28,270 29,570 30,662 31,503 32,221 32,887 33,519 34,125 34,713 35,296

Book value non-operating items 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567

 + Levered enterprise value 28,393 29,837 31,137 32,229 33,070 33,788 34,454 35,086 35,692 36,280 36,863

 + Net Financial Assets 1,509 1,863 2,436 3,279 4,233 5,323 6,482 7,691 8,946 10,239 11,560

 = Value of equity 29,902 31,700 33,573 35,507 37,303 39,111 40,936 42,777 44,638 46,519 48,423

Table 9: Sensitivity Analysis 

in dollars 6.89% 7.32% 7.74% 8.17% 8.59%

1.00% 164.61 154.04 144.84 136.75 129.59

1.50% 173.63 161.57 151.18 142.15 134.21

2.00% 184.50 170.52 158.63 148.42 139.54

2.50% 197.84 181.32 167.51 155.79 145.74

3.00% 214.61 194.62 178.25 164.60 153.04

WACC

G
ro

w
th

 r
a

te

Ranges for Beta

Min Max

Rf -0.26% -0.26% -0.26% -0.26% -0.26%

Beta 1.14 1.21 1.28 1.35 1.41

E(Rm) 6.00% 6.00% 6.00% 6.00% 6.00%

Re 6.89% 7.32% 7.74% 8.17% 8.59%

Rd 3.48% 3.48% 3.48% 3.48% 3.48%

E/(E+D) 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

D/(E+D) 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Tax rate 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00%
WACC 6.89% 7.32% 7.74% 8.17% 8.59%

Table 8: Ranges for Beta impacting the 
WACC 
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Scenario Analysis 

The sequence of events in the world have unpredictable outcomes as there are 

multiple variables affecting them. Therefore, we decided to perform a scenario 

analysis in order to present two opposite paths the world may undergo in the 

future that may impact Spotify’s valuation. The basis for this analysis is the 

progress of the relationship between United States and China and its trade war. 

In a negative scenario, we considered that the tensions would worsen and 

several regions across the globe would enter into a recession. As the two 

countries have strong motives to avoid this escalation we attribute a probability 

of 10% of occurrence. 

The assumptions under this scenario were: decrease of the conversion to 

premium, new ad-supported customer growth increases as there is more people 

interested in listening music for free decreasing the premium listeners, ad-

supported ARPU would keep constant as we project in this scenario an inflation 

rate of 0%, churn rate increases, premium ARPU would decrease and new 

customers form bi-annual trial campaign would stagnate. The last assumption 

was the proportion of cost of sales as percentage of revenues would keep 

constant instead of decrease as suppliers would not take advantage of 

economies of scale due to contraction and sales and marketing costs would not 

decrease a percentage of revenues at the beginning, as it will take longer for 

Spotify to grow and take advantage of economies of scale. 

In a positive scenario, we considered that US-trade war is solved faster than 

expected and a period of economic growth and consumer confidence appear in 

the near term. For the same reason as for the negative scenario, we attribute a 

10% probability of occurrence. 

The assumptions made under this scenario were: higher increase in the new 

customers from bi-annual trial campaign, higher growth rate of new ad-supported 

clients, a higher conversion to premium, improvement of churn earlier, and a 

sooner than expected proportion of cost of sales as a percentage of revenues of 

70% as well as a sooner than expected proportion of costs of sales as a 

percentage of revenues of 65%, as a higher scale is achieved earlier. 

In the negative scenario, the price target is $127.24 and a negative return of 

14.9% is expected. In the positive scenario, the price target is $219.06 and a 

return of 46.5% is expected.  

Therefore, the expected value considering the base, positive and negative 

scenario is $182.24, which gives a return of 21.9%. (Table 10) 

Multiple unpredictable 
outcomes in the world… 

US-China tensions may 
deteriorate… 

US-China tensions may 
alleviate… 
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Relative Valuation 

As a way to complement our DCF model we performed a relative valuation. 

Since our company has negative EBITDA and net profit, we could not use a 

classical EV/EBITDA15 and P/E multiples. Therefore, and in line with what is 

usually done in these situations, we used an EV/sales and EV/gross profit 

multiples. The comparables were the same used to estimate the beta.  

So, the median of EV/sales is 4.2, corresponding to a price per share of 207.8€ 

(which corresponds to $228.6 using today’s exchange rate), after deducting net 

debt. The median of EV/gross profit is 11.0, corresponding to a price per share of 

145.8€ (which corresponds to $160.4). In sum, EV/sales multiple gives a buy 

recommendation and EV/gross multiples a hold one. 

 

Final Recommendation  

As a result of analysis and valuation process we come to an expected price 

target per share of 164.33€, which corresponds to $182.24 and to a total 

shareholder’s return of 21.9% (considering the DCF model and the scenario 

analysis). 

However, in all the other models (base case), our recommendation is to buy the 

stock, with exception of the EV/Gross Profit Multiple. (Table 12) 

 

 

 

 

Therefore, our recommendation is to buy Spotify’s shares as it is an investment 

with a strong fundamental value expected to appreciate.  

                                                 
15 In fact, this multiple were computed but not used as Spotify’s EBITDA for 2020 is still too low and, as a result, the 

equity value would be too low and not representing well the Spotify’s current value. 

Table 10: Scenario Analysis 

Scenarios Probability
Equity Value 

(million €) Price Target (€) Price Target ($)
Total shareholder's 

return
Recommendation

Base Scenario 80% 29,902 166.36 184.50 23.4% Buy

Positive Scenario 10% 35,504 197.53 219.06 46.5% Buy

Negative Scenario 10% 20,637 114.81 127.33 -14.9% Sell

Expected values 29,536 164.33 182.24 21.9% Buy

Company Name EV / Sales 2018 EV / Gross Profit 

Spotify Technology Sa 2.98 x 11.58 x

Pandora Tv Co Ltd - - 

Apple Inc. 4.22 x 11.01 x

Google, Inc. 4.54 x 8.04 x

Amazon.Com, Inc. 3.20 x 7.95 x

Netflix Inc 7.85 x 21.28 x

TME 7.97 x 20.79 x

Mean 4.4 x 11.5 x

Median 4.2 x 11.0 x

# sample 6 6 

Table 11: Implicit multiples by comparable 
Source: Thomson One Banker 

Price (€) Price ($) Return (%) Recommendation

Current 134.85 149.55

Adjusted Present Value (APV) 165.11 183.11 22.4% Buy
Discounted Cash Flows (DCF) 166.36 184.50 23.4% Buy
Economic Value Added (EVA) 160.49 177.98 19.0% Buy
Multiple - EV/Sales 207.20 229.79 53.7% Buy
Multiple - EV/Gross Profit 145.36 161.21 7.8% Hold

Table 12: Valuation Methods – Base Case 
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Appendix 

Revenue Forecasting Model 

Revenue breakdown

2016 A 2017 A  2018 A 2019 Q1 2019 Q2 2019 Q3 2019 Q4 F 2019 F 2020 F 2021 F 2022 F 2023 F 2024 F 2025 F 2026 F 2027 F 2028 F 2029 F 2030 F

Ad-supported

Revenue 295 416 542 126 165 170 226 687 864 1,049 1,233 1,416 1,602 1,791 1,980 2,165 2,343 2,510 2,660

   Average ad-supported MAUs 86 105 120 126 135 145 133 165 194 220 245 269 292 314 334 352 368 380

x Monthly ad-supported ARPU 0.41 € 0.43 € 0.35 € 0.44 € 0.42 € 0.52 € 0.43 € 0.44 € 0.45 € 0.47 € 0.48 € 0.50 € 0.51 € 0.53 € 0.54 € 0.55 € 0.57 € 0.58 €

Ad-supported revenue growth rate (%) 41.02% 30.29% 30.95% 3.03% 32.83% 26.95% 24.01% 17.67% 13.80% 11.38% 9.78% 8.53% 7.43% 6.39% 5.38% 4.39% 3.40%

Beginning ad-supported MAUs 78 93 116 123 129 141 116 149 180 207 233 258 281 304 325 344 361 375

    Conversion to premium rate (%) 50% 50% 12.50% 12.50% 12.50% 12.50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50%

-   Lost customers -39 -47 -15 -15 -15 -15 -58 -75 -90 -104 -117 -129 -141 -152 -162 -172 -180 -187

    New customers growth rate (%) 28.70% 20.00% 15.00% 12.00% 10.0% 9.00% 8.00% 7.00% 6.00% 5.00% 4.00% 3.00% 2.00%

+  New customers 54 70 22 21 27 23 91 105 118 129 141 152 163 173 181 189 194 198

= Ending ad-supported MAUs 78 93 116 123 129 141 149 149 180 207 233 258 281 304 325 344 361 375 386

Growth rate (%) 19.23% 24.73% 6.03% 4.88% 5.46% 5.46% 28.74% 20.33% 15.46% 12.37% 10.50% 9.13% 7.98% 6.92% 5.90% 4.90% 3.90% 2.92%

Premium

Revenue 3,674 4,717 1,385 1,502 1,561 1,667 6,115 7,598 9,235 10,883 12,493 14,061 15,601 17,027 18,268 19,355 20,298 21,090

   Average premium subscribers 60 84 98 104 111 117 109 136 168 200 232 264 296 327 355 380 403 424

x Monthly premium ARPU 5.15 € 4.71 € 4.71 € 4.81 € 4.71 € 4.74 € 4.69 € 4.64 € 4.59 € 4.54 € 4.49 € 4.44 € 4.39 € 4.34 € 4.29 € 4.24 € 4.19 € 4.14 €

EUROPE 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 39% 39% 39% 38% 38% 38% 37% 37% 37% 36%

Beginning premium subscribers 19 28 38 40 43 45 38 48 60 72 83 94 105 116 126 134 141 148

    Monthly premium churn rate (%) 5.50% 4.75% 4.75% 4.60% 4.53% 4.53% 4.60% 4.50% 4.40% 4.30% 4.20% 4.10% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00%

-   Lost customers -13 -16 -5 -5 -5 -5 -21 -26 -32 -37 -42 -46 -51 -56 -60 -64 -68 -71

+  New customers from ad-supported 16 19 6 6 6 6 23 30 35 40 45 49 53 57 61 64 66 68

+  New premium customers from bi-annual trial campaign and others 6 8 1 3 1 3 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

= Ending premium subscribers 19 28 38 40 43 45 48 48 60 72 83 94 105 116 126 134 141 148 153

Growth rate (%) 47.92% 35.21% 4.17% 8.00% 4.63% 4.63% 26.25% 23.75% 19.56% 16.05% 13.43% 11.63% 10.32% 8.12% 6.62% 5.47% 4.47% 3.55%

NORTH AMERICA 31% 31% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 29% 29% 29% 29% 29% 29% 28% 28%

Beginning premium subscribers 15 22 29 30 32 34 29 36 45 54 63 71 80 88 96 102 108 113

    Monthly premium churn rate (%) 5.50% 4.75% 4.75% 4.60% 4.53% 4.53% 4.60% 4.50% 4.40% 4.30% 4.20% 4.10% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00%

-   Lost customers -10 -13 -4 -4 -4 -4 -16 -20 -24 -28 -32 -35 -38 -42 -46 -49 -52 -54

+  New customers from ad-supported 12 14 4 4 4 4 17 22 27 31 34 38 41 44 47 49 51 53

+  New premium customers from bi-annual trial campaign and others 5 5 1 2 1 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

= Ending premium subscribers 15 22 29 30 32 34 36 36 45 54 63 71 80 88 96 102 108 113 118

Growth rate (%) 47.92% 30.85% 4.17% 8.00% 4.63% 7.26% 26.25% 23.92% 19.79% 16.31% 13.70% 11.90% 10.60% 8.41% 6.91% 5.76% 4.77% 3.85%

LATIN AMERICA 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 21% 21% 21% 21% 21% 21% 22% 22% 22%

Beginning premium subscribers 10 14 19 20 22 23 19 24 31 38 45 52 60 68 75 82 88 94

    Monthly premium churn rate (%) 5.50% 4.75% 4.75% 4.60% 4.53% 4.53% 4.60% 4.50% 4.40% 4.30% 4.20% 4.10% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00%

-   Lost customers -6 -8 -3 -3 -3 -3 -11 -13 -16 -20 -23 -26 -29 -33 -36 -39 -42 -45

+  New customers from ad-supported 8 9 3 3 3 3 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 32 35 37 39 41

+  New premium customers from bi-annual trial campaign and others 3 4 1 1 1 1 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10

= Ending premium subscribers 10 14 19 20 22 23 24 24 31 38 45 52 60 68 75 82 88 94 99

Growth rate (%) 47.92% 35.21% 4.17% 8.00% 4.63% 7.26% 26.25% 26.84% 23.00% 19.27% 16.38% 14.36% 12.88% 10.55% 8.95% 7.74% 6.70% 5.76%

REST OF THE WORLD 9% 9% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 11% 11% 11% 12% 12% 12% 13% 13% 13% 14%

Beginning premium subscribers 4 6 10 10 11 11 10 12 16 20 25 29 35 40 45 50 55 60

    Monthly premium churn rate (%) 5.50% 4.75% 4.75% 4.60% 4.53% 4.53% 4.60% 4.50% 4.40% 4.30% 4.20% 4.10% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00%

-   Lost customers -3 -4 -1 -1 -1 -1 -5 -7 -8 -10 -12 -14 -17 -19 -22 -24 -26 -29

+  New customers from ad-supported 4 5 1 1 1 1 6 8 10 11 13 15 17 19 21 22 24 26

+  New premium customers from bi-annual trial campaign and others 1 2 0 1 0 1 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8

= Ending premium subscribers 4 6 10 10 11 11 12 12 16 20 25 29 35 40 45 50 55 60 64

Growth rate (%) 47.92% 50.23% 4.17% 8.00% 4.63% 7.26% 26.25% 30.44% 26.91% 22.80% 19.52% 17.16% 15.42% 12.88% 11.13% 9.78% 8.63% 7.60% 
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Income Statement 

Forecasted Income Statement

2014 A 2015 A 2016 A 2017 A  2018 A 2019 F 2020 F 2021 F 2022 F 2023 F 2024 F 2025 F 2026 F 2027 F 2028 F 2029 F 2030 F

Operating Business                     

Revenue 1,085 1,940 2,952 4,090 5,259 6,802 8,462 10,284 12,116 13,909 15,663 17,393 19,007 20,433 21,699 22,807 23,751

Growth rate of revenue (%) 78.80% 52.16% 38.55% 28.58% 29.33% 24.41% 21.53% 17.82% 14.79% 12.62% 11.04% 9.28% 7.50% 6.19% 5.11% 4.14%

Cost of revenue -911 -1,714 -2,551 -3,241 -3,906 -5,073 -6,227 -7,465 -8,673 -9,817 -10,964 -12,175 -13,305 -14,303 -15,189 -15,965 -16,625

Cost of revenue (% of revenue) 83.96% 88.35% 86.42% 79.24% 74.27% 74.58% 73.58% 72.58% 71.58% 70.58% 70.00% 70.00% 70.00% 70.00% 70.00% 70.00% 70.00%

Gross Profit 174 226 401 849 1,353 1,729 2,235 2,819 3,443 4,091 4,699 5,218 5,702 6,130 6,510 6,842 7,125

Research and development -114 -136 -207 -396 -493 -613 -891 -1,082 -1,275 -1,464 -1,649 -1,831 -2,000 -2,151 -2,284 -2,400 -2,500

Research and development (% of revenue) 10.51% 7.01% 7.01% 9.68% 9.37% 9.02% 10.53% 10.53% 10.53% 10.53% 10.53% 10.53% 10.53% 10.53% 10.53% 10.53% 10.53%

Sales and marketing -184 -219 -368 -567 -620 -762 -864 -947 -995 -1,003 -972 -1,044 -1,140 -1,226 -1,302 -1,368 -1,425

Sales and marketing (% of revenue) 16.96% 11.29% 12.47% 13.86% 11.79% 11.21% 10.21% 9.21% 8.21% 7.21% 6.21% 6.00% 6.00% 6.00% 6.00% 6.00% 6.00%

General and administrative -67 -106 -175 -264 -283 -350 -487 -592 -698 -801 -902 -1,001 -1,094 -1,177 -1,249 -1,313 -1,368

General and administrative (% of revenue) 6.18% 5.46% 5.93% 6.45% 5.38% 5.15% 5.76% 5.76% 5.76% 5.76% 5.76% 5.76% 5.76% 5.76% 5.76% 5.76% 5.76%

Fair value movements on derivative liabilities -25 -206 16 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Foreign exchange gains/losses 86 -143 26 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Operating profit before taxes -288 -727 -1 49 -6 198 475 824 1,176 1,342 1,467 1,577 1,674 1,760 1,833

Taxes on operating income -76 -139 50 -20 1 -34 -81 -140 -200 -228 -249 -268 -285 -299 -312

Tax rate (%) 26.45% 19.12% -5026.28% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00%

Losses on cash flow hedging instruments  (OCI) 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Exchange differences on translation of foreign operations (OCI) -12 -3 -8 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Operating income -376 -869 40 41 -5 164 395 684 976 1,114 1,217 1,309 1,390 1,461 1,521

Non-operating Business

Interest income and other financial income 5 21 36 33 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23

Interest income and other financial income (% of short term investments) 3.49% 3.64% 3.57% 3.57% 3.57% 3.57% 3.57% 3.57% 3.57% 3.57% 3.57% 3.57% 3.57%

Share in earnings/losses of associate -2 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Non-operating profit before taxes 3 22 35 33 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 24 24

Taxes on non-operating income -1 -6 -9 -6 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4

Statutory tax rate (%) 29.22% 27.08% 26.01% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00%

Gains/losses on short term investments (OCI) -4 -1 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Gain/loss in the fair value of long term investments (OCI) 0 -11 572 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Non-operating income -2 4 599 59 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 20 20

Financial

Fair value movements on convertible notes -245 -524 -201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Interest expense on lease liabilities 0 0 0 -37 -43 -53 -64 -74 -84 -93 -102 -109 -116 -121 -125

Interest expense on lease liabilities (% lease liabilities) 6.70% 6.70% 6.70% 6.70% 6.70% 6.70% 6.70% 6.70% 6.70% 6.70% 6.70% 6.70%

Other finance costs -5 -4 -6 -5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tax shield 73 143 54 7 7 9 11 13 14 16 17 19 20 21 21

Statutory tax rate (%) 29.22% 27.08% 26.01% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00% 17.00%

Net financial income -177 -385 -153 -35 -36 -44 -53 -61 -69 -77 -84 -91 -96 -101 -104

Comprehensive income -555 -1,250 486 64 -22 139 361 642 926 1,056 1,152 1,237 1,313 1,380 1,437 
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Balance Sheet 

Forecasted Balance Sheet

2017 A  2018 A 2019 F 2020 F 2021 F 2022 F 2023 F 2024 F 2025 F 2026 F 2027 F 2028 F 2029 F 2030 F

Operating Business

Lease right-of-use assets 0 0 507 623 746 867 982 1,090 1,193 1,285 1,360 1,423 1,473 1,510

Property and equipment 73 197 288 338 400 460 514 563 608 645 673 693 706 711

Intangible assets 27 28 64 60 73 86 99 112 124 136 146 155 163 169

Goodwill 135 146 489 489 489 489 489 489 489 489 489 489 489 489

Net deferred tax assets 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

Trade and other receivables 360 400 466 580 705 831 954 1074 1192 1303 1401 1488 1564 1628

Average collection period (in days) 32.13 27.76 25.02 25.02 25.02 25.02 25.02 25.02 25.02 25.02 25.02 25.02 25.02 25.02

Income tax receivable 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Operating cash 82 105 136 169 206 242 278 313 348 380 409 434 456 475

Operating cash (% of revenue) 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00%

Other assets 41 48 22 86 104 123 141 159 176 192 207 220 231 240

Other assets (% of revenue) 1.00% 0.91% 0.32% 1.01% 1.01% 1.01% 1.01% 1.01% 1.01% 1.01% 1.01% 1.01% 1.01% 1.01%

Total operating assets 724 932 1,984 2,355 2,734 3,108 3,466 3,809 4,140 4,440 4,695 4,911 5,091 5,233

Provisions 65 50 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14

Trade and other payables 341 427 521 640 767 892 1,009 1,127 1,252 1,368 1,470 1,561 1,641 1,709

Average payable period (in days) 38.40 39.90 37.52 37.52 37.52 37.52 37.52 37.52 37.52 37.52 37.52 37.52 37.52 37.52

Income tax payable 9 5 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

Deferred revenue 216 258 336 418 508 599 687 774 859 939 1,009 1,072 1,127 1,173

Deferred revenue (% of revenue) 5.28% 4.91% 4.94% 4.94% 4.94% 4.94% 4.94% 4.94% 4.94% 4.94% 4.94% 4.94% 4.94% 4.94%

Accrued fees to rights holders 639 832 1,582 1,449 1,737 2,018 2,284 2,551 2,833 3,096 3,328 3,534 3,714 3,868

Accrued fees to rights holders (% of cost sales) 19.72% 21.30% 23.27% 23.27% 23.27% 23.27% 23.27% 23.27% 23.27% 23.27% 23.27% 23.27% 23.27% 23.27%

Other accrued expenses and other liabilities 298 329 332 412 501 591 678 764 848 927 996 1,058 1,112 1,158

Other accrued expenses and other liabilities (% of revenue) 7.29% 6.26% 4.87% 4.87% 4.87% 4.87% 4.87% 4.87% 4.87% 4.87% 4.87% 4.87% 4.87% 4.87%

Derivative liabilities 354 339 354 354 354 354 354 354 354 354 354 354 354 354

Total operating liabilities 1,922 2,240 3,147 3,295 3,889 4,475 5,034 5,591 6,167 6,705 7,180 7,601 7,970 8,284

Operating invested capital -1,198 -1,308 -1,164 -940 -1,155 -1,367 -1,568 -1,782 -2,027 -2,265 -2,485 -2,690 -2,879 -3,051

Non-operating Business

Investment in associate 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Long term investments 910 1,646 927 927 927 927 927 927 927 927 927 927 927 927

Short term investments 1,032 915 640 640 640 640 640 640 640 640 640 640 640 640

Total non-operating assets 1,943 2,561 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567

Non-operating invested capital 1,943 2,561 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567 1,567

Financial

Excess cash 395 786 2,345 2,246 2,758 3,483 4,472 5,564 6,784 8,060 9,366 10,700 12,057 13,425

Restricted cash 42 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55

Total financial assets 437 841 2,400 2,301 2,813 3,538 4,527 5,619 6,839 8,115 9,421 10,755 12,112 13,480

Convertible notes 944 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lease liabilities 0 0 645 792 949 1,103 1,248 1,386 1,517 1,633 1,730 1,810 1,873 1,920

Growth of lease assets (%) 0.00% 22.74% 19.88% 16.19% 13.19% 11.02% 9.44% 7.69% 5.91% 4.60% 3.51% 2.52%

Debt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total financial liabilities 944 0 645 792 949 1,103 1,248 1,386 1,517 1,633 1,730 1,810 1,873 1,920

Net financial assets -507 841 1,755 1,509 1,863 2,436 3,279 4,233 5,323 6,482 7,691 8,946 10,239 11,560

Total Equity 238 2,094 2,158 2,136 2,275 2,636 3,277 4,018 4,862 5,784 6,773 7,823 8,927 10,076  
Property and equipment breakdown

2017 A  2018 A 2019 F 2020 F 2021 F 2022 F 2023 F 2024 F 2025 F 2026 F 2027 F 2028 F 2029 F 2030 F

Property and equipment 73 197 288 338 400 460 514 563 608 645 673 693 706 711

Property and equipment (% of revenue) 1.78% 3.75% 4.24% 3.99% 3.89% 3.79% 3.69% 3.59% 3.49% 3.39% 3.29% 3.19% 3.09% 2.99%

Depreciation -46 -21 -28 -34 -41 -47 -52 -57 -62 -65 -68 -70 -72 -72

Depreciation (% of property and equipment) 63.01% 10.66% 9.61% 10.13% 10.13% 10.13% 10.13% 10.13% 10.13% 10.13% 10.13% 10.13% 10.13% 10.13%  

Intangible assets including goodwill breakdown

2017 A  2018 A 2019 F 2020 F 2021 F 2022 F 2023 F 2024 F 2025 F 2026 F 2027 F 2028 F 2029 F 2030 F

Intangible assets 27 28 64 60 73 86 99 112 124 136 146 155 163 169

Intangible assets (% of revenue) 0.66% 0.53% 0.95% 0.71% 0.71% 0.71% 0.71% 0.71% 0.71% 0.71% 0.71% 0.71% 0.71% 0.71%

Amortization -8 -11 -17 -19 -23 -27 -31 -35 -39 -43 -46 -49 -51 -53

Amortization (% of intangible assets) 29.63% 39.29% 25.77% 31.56% 31.56% 31.56% 31.56% 31.56% 31.56% 31.56% 31.56% 31.56% 31.56% 31.56%

Goodwill 135 146 489 489 489 489 489 489 489 489 489 489 489 489 

Lease right-of-use assets breakdown

2017 A  2018 A 2019 F 2020 F 2021 F 2022 F 2023 F 2024 F 2025 F 2026 F 2027 F 2028 F 2029 F 2030 F

Lease right-of-use assets 0 0 507 623 746 867 982 1,090 1,193 1,285 1,360 1,423 1,473 1,510

Lease right-of-use assets (% of revenue) 0.00% 0.00% 7.46% 7.36% 7.26% 7.16% 7.06% 6.96% 6.86% 6.76% 6.66% 6.56% 6.46% 6.36%

Depreciation 0 0 -43 -53 -63 -74 -83 -93 -101 -109 -115 -121 -125 -128

Depreciation (% of lease right-of-use assets) n.a. n.a. 8.49% 8.49% 8.49% 8.49% 8.49% 8.49% 8.49% 8.49% 8.49% 8.49% 8.49% 8.49%  
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Cash Flow Statement 

Forecasted Cash flow statement

2017 A  2018 A 2019 F 2020 F 2021 F 2022 F 2023 F 2024 F 2025 F 2026 F 2027 F 2028 F 2029 F 2030 F

Operating Business

EBIT -727 -1 49 -6 198 475 824 1,176 1,342 1,467 1,577 1,674 1,760 1,833

Notional taxes 197 0 -8 1 -34 -81 -140 -200 -228 -249 -268 -285 -299 -312

Tax adjustment -336 50 -12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NOPLAT -866 49 29 -5 164 395 684 976 1,114 1,217 1,309 1,390 1,461 1,521

Depreciation and amortization 54 32 87 106 127 147 167 185 202 217 230 240 248 254

Losses on cash flow hedging instruments (OCI) 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Exchange differences on translation of foreign operations (OCI) -3 -8 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net capex -145 -670 -252 -290 -300 -304 -307 -311 -304 -288 -274 -259 -243

Intangible assets excluding goodwill -12 -53 -15 -36 -40 -44 -48 -52 -54 -56 -58 -59 -60

Goodwill -11 -343 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

"Net working capital" 261 836 -63 414 404 383 384 405 378 334 296 260 221

Other operating assets and liabilities -15 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Operating unlevered free cash flow 150 -103 -229 379 606 885 1,190 1,359 1,455 1,529 1,595 1,650 1,693

Non-operating Business

EBIT 22 35 33 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 24 24

Notional taxes -6 -9 -6 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4

Gains/losses on short term investments (OCI) -1 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Gain/loss in the fair value of long term investments (OCI) -11 572 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Investment in associate 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Long term investments -736 719 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Short term investments 117 275 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Non-operating unlevered free cash flow -19 1,053 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 20 20

Total unlevered free cash flow 131 950 -210 398 625 904 1,209 1,378 1,474 1,548 1,614 1,670 1,713

Financial

Finance costs -207 -42 -43 -53 -64 -74 -84 -93 -102 -109 -116 -121 -125

Tax shield 54 7 7 9 11 13 14 16 17 19 20 21 21

Net debt -1,348 -914 246 -354 -572 -843 -954 -1,090 -1,159 -1,209 -1,255 -1,293 -1,321

Transactions with shareholders 1,370 0 0 0 0 0 -185 -211 -231 -247 -263 -276 -288

Cash flow from financing -131 -950 210 -398 -625 -904 -1,209 -1,378 -1,474 -1,548 -1,614 -1,670 -1,713  
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Disclosures and Disclaimers 
 

Report  Recommendations 

Buy Expected total return (including expected capital gains and expected dividend yield) 

of more than 10% over a 12-month period. 

Hold Expected total return (including expected capital gains and expected dividend yield) 

between 0% and 10% over a 12-month period. 

Sell Expected negative total return (including expected capital gains and expected 

dividend yield) over a 12-month period. 

This report was prepared by [insert student’s name], a Master in Finance student of Nova School of Business 

and Economics (“Nova SBE”), within the context of the Field Lab – Equity Research. 

This report is issued and published exclusively for academic purposes, namely for academic evaluation and 

master graduation purposes, within the context of said Field Lab – Equity Research. It is not to be construed 

as an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or financial instrument. 

This report was supervised by a Nova SBE faculty member, acting merely in an academic capacity, who 

revised the valuation methodology and the financial model. 

Given the exclusive academic purpose of the reports produced by Nova SBE students, it is Nova SBE 

understanding that Nova SBE, the author, the present report and its publishing, are excluded from the 

persons and activities requiring previous registration from local regulatory authorities. As such, Nova SBE, its 

faculty and the author of this report have not sought or obtained registration with or certification as financial 

analyst by any local regulator, in any jurisdiction. In Portugal, neither the author of this report nor his/her 

academic supervisor is registered with or qualified under COMISSÃO DO MERCADO DE VALORES MOBILIÁRIOS 

(“CMVM”, the Portuguese Securities Market Authority) as a financial analyst. No approval for publication or 

distribution of this report was required and/or obtained from any local authority, given the exclusive academic 

nature of the report. 

The additional disclaimers also apply: 

USA: Pursuant to Section 202 (a) (11) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, neither Nova SBE nor the 

author of this report are to be qualified as an investment adviser and, thus, registration with the Securities 

and Exchange Commission (“SEC”, United States of America’s securities market authority) is not necessary. 

Neither the author nor Nova SBE receive any compensation of any kind for the preparation of the reports. 

Germany: Pursuant to §34c of the WpHG (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz, i.e., the German Securities Trading 

Act), this entity is not required to register with or otherwise notify the Bundesanstalt für 

Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (“BaFin”, the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority). It should be 
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noted that Nova SBE is a fully-owned state university and there is no relation between the student’s equity 

reports and any fund raising programme. 

UK: Pursuant to section 22 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the “FSMA”), for an activity to be 

a regulated activity, it must be carried on “by way of business”. All regulated activities are subject to prior 

authorization by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). However, this report serves an exclusively 

academic purpose and, as such, was not prepared by way of business. The author - a Master’s student - is 

the sole and exclusive responsible for the information, estimates and forecasts contained herein, and for 

the opinions expressed, which exclusively reflect his/her own judgment at the date of the report. Nova SBE 

and its faculty have no single and formal position in relation to the most appropriate valuation method, 

estimates or projections used in the report and may not be held liable by the author’s choice of the latter. 

The information contained in this report was compiled by students from public sources believed to be reliable, 

but Nova SBE, its faculty, or the students make no representation that it is accurate or complete, and accept 

no liability whatsoever for any direct or indirect loss resulting from the use of this report or of its content. 

Students are free to choose the target companies of the reports. Therefore, Nova SBE may start covering 

and/or suspend the coverage of any listed company, at any time, without prior notice. The students or Nova 

SBE are not responsible for updating this report, and the opinions and recommendations expressed herein 

may change without further notice. 

The target company or security of this report may be simultaneously covered by more than one student. 

Because each student is free to choose the valuation method, and make his/her own assumptions and 

estimates, the resulting projections, price target and recommendations may differ widely, even when referring 

to the same security. Moreover, changing market conditions and/or changing subjective opinions may lead to 

significantly different valuation results. Other students’ opinions, estimates and recommendations, as well as 

the advisor and other faculty members’ opinions may be inconsistent with the views expressed in this report. 

Any recipient of this report should understand that statements regarding future prospects and performance 

are, by nature, subjective, and may be fallible. 

This report does not necessarily mention and/or analyze all possible risks arising from the investment in the 

target company and/or security, namely the possible exchange rate risk resulting from the security being 

denominated in a currency either than the investor’s currency, among many other risks. 

The purpose of publishing this report is merely academic and it is not intended for distribution among private 

investors. The information and opinions expressed in this report are not intended to be available to any 

person other than Portuguese natural or legal persons or persons domiciled in Portugal. While preparing this 

report, students did not have in consideration the specific investment objectives, financial situation or 

particular needs of any specific person. Investors should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness 

of investing in any security, namely in the security covered by this report. 

The author hereby certifies that the views expressed in this report accurately reflect his/her personal opinion 

about the target company and its securities. He/ She has not received or been promised any direct or indirect 

compensation for expressing the opinions or recommendation included in this report. 
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[If applicable, it shall be added: “While preparing the report, the author may have performed an internship 

(remunerated or not) in [insert the Company’s name]. This Company may have or have had an interest in the 

covered company or security” and/ or “A draft of the reports have been shown to the covered company’s 

officials (Investors Relations Officer or other), mainly for the purpose of correcting inaccuracies, and later 

modified, prior to its publication.”]  

The content of each report has been shown or made public to restricted parties prior to its publication in Nova 

SBE’s website or in Bloomberg Professional, for academic purposes such as its distribution among faculty 

members for students’ academic evaluation. 

Nova SBE is a state-owned university, mainly financed by state subsidies, students tuition fees and 

companies, through donations, or indirectly by hiring educational programs, among other possibilities. Thus, 

Nova SBE may have received compensation from the target company during the last 12 months, related to 

its fundraising programs, or indirectly through the sale of educational, consulting or research services. 

Nevertheless, no compensation eventually received by Nova SBE is in any way related to or dependent on 

the opinions expressed in this report. The Nova School of Business and Economics does not deal for or 

otherwise offer any investment or intermediation services to market counterparties, private or intermediate 

customers. 

This report may not be reproduced, distributed or published, in whole or in part, without the explicit previous 

consent of its author, unless when used by Nova SBE for academic purposes only. At any time, Nova SBE 

may decide to suspend this report reproduction or distribution without further notice. Neither this document 

nor any copy of it may be taken, transmitted or distributed, directly or indirectly, in any country either than 

Portugal or to any resident outside this country. The dissemination of this document other than in Portugal or 

to Portuguese citizens is therefore prohibited and unlawful. 
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Abstract  

 
The report consists in the implementation of the Value Curve Model to analyze 
the competitive position of Spotify in order to define its future value drivers. 
The main competitors (Apple, Google, Amazon, Pandora and Tidal) were 
selected and the industry’s factors of competition (Price, Free option, Free trial 
period, Offline listening, Library size and Features) were measured and plotted. 
The conclusion is that Spotify has a competitive advantage over its peers that 
will lead to an increase in the market share from 30% to 46%, maintaining its 
sales/marketing and R&D costs at levels near its competitors (6% and 10.53%, 
respectively). 
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1. Topic/Relevance 

 

In an equity research, it is extremely important to analyze the competitive position of the 
company under valuation, as it influences the future forecasts. By carrying out this analysis, 
the main goal is to identify the factors that differentiate Spotify from its main competitors 
(i.e. to determine if the company has competitive advantages or not) in order to define the 
future value drivers that will impact the whole valuation model. 
 

2. Literature Review 

 

The Value Curve Model is a strategic planning and communication tool introduced by W. 
Chan Kim and Renée Mauborgne in their Harvard Business Review article from 1997.  
 
The Value Curve, the basic component of the Strategy Canvas, is a graphic depiction of a 
company’s relative performance across its industry’s factors of competition (Kim, 
Mauborgne, 2005).1 
 
The factors of competition, or critical success factors, are those product features that are 
particularly valued by a group of customers and, therefore, where the organization must excel 
to outperform competition (Johnson, Scholes, Whittington, 2009).2 
 
According to the creators, drawing a Strategy Canvas serves three purposes. Firstly, it shows 
the strategic profile of an industry by depicting the factors that affect competition among 
industry players. Secondly, it shows the strategic profile of current/potential competitors, 
identifying which factors they invest in. Finally, it shows the company’s strategic profile (or 
value curve) by depicting how it invests in the factors of competition and how it might invest 
in them in the future (Kim, Mauborgne, 2005).1 
 
Usually, the industry’s factors of competition are listed on the horizontal axis. The vertical 
axis indicates the degree to which the company and its competitors invest in the competitive 
factors. A relatively low position means a company invests less and, hence, offers less in that 
factor - or, in the case of price, charges less. (Kim, Mauborgne, 2002).3 (Figure 1) 
 

 
Figure 1: Value Curve, Source: https://www.blueoceanstrategy.com/tools/strategy-canvas/) 

 

3. Data Used 

 

The main data used was the company’s websites. Additionally, some research about user’s 
reviews and opinions was conducted. Finally, as it is extremely important to “feel” the 
services offered by the different players, some of these services were installed and tested. 

                                                           
1 Kim, W. Chan, and Mauborgne, Renée. 2005. Blue Ocean Strategy 
2 Johnson, Gerry, and Scholes, Kevan, and Whittington, Richard. 2009. Fundamentals of Strategy 
3 Kim, W. Chan and Mauborgne, Renée. 2002. Harvard Business Review, Charting Your Company’s Future 

https://www.blueoceanstrategy.com/tools/strategy-canvas/
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4. Value Curve Model 

 

4.1.  Setting the variables 
 
First, in order to build a Value Curve Model, the main competitors have to be identified. In 
that context, the competitors selected for this analysis were Apple Music, Amazon Music, 
Google Play, Pandora and Tidal.  
 
Second, it is necessary to decide which factors of competition will be analyzed. These are: 
 

1. Price: As in any other product/service, the price is one of the most important 
competitive factors, since it establishes if the user is willing to pay that amount of 
money for the product/service, or not. In this industry in particular, it is even more 
relevant, as the service provided among the different players is quite similar. 
Therefore, this factor will evaluate the common prices settled by these companies – 
the premium price, but also family and student prices. 

 

2. Free option: Usually, in this type of services, there is a free option in order to 
promote engagement and to drive conversion into the platform. In that context, this 
factor will evaluate the existence of the free option as well as if there is ads in the 

free option, since it influences the quality of the free service that is provided. 
 

3. Free trial period: This is a common practice among all the players in this industry 
in order to allow their users to experience the premium version for free, for a limited 
period of time. Thus, this factor will evaluate the length of the free trial. 

 

4. Offline listening: Usually, the users can listen music either online or offline. This is 
a very important factor from the user’s point of view and it will assess which devices 
include the option to listen in the offline mode. 

 

5. Library size: Users can be very disappointed if they do not find a song in the 
platform. That is why it is a very important factor and it will evaluate the quantity of 
songs available in each service. 

 
6. Features: These companies are increasing the number of services provided in their 

platforms. It is an important factor to the users, since they can combine a variety of 
services in a single platform. Hence, this factor will evaluate if the platforms include 
podcasts, radio stations and music videos. 

 

It is important to mention that the selected factors of competition are quantitative and, 
therefore, easier to measure. Qualitative variables are not part of the analysis, as they involve 
a high level of subjectivity and could jeopardize the analysis. 
 

4.2. Variables Measurement 
 
To build the Value Curve, the factors of competition were plotted on the horizontal axis and 
the offering level on the vertical axis. Each line represents one company (or the industry), as 
it will be possible to see further ahead. 
 
In order to define the appropriate offering level, each factor of competition of each company 
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was measured in a scale of 0 to 5, with “0” representing the lowest offer level (or no offer at 
all), meaning that the company invests less in the factor of competition and “5” the highest 
offer level, meaning that the company invests more in the factor of competition. Thus, a 
higher position indicates that a company has a competitive advantage. It is important to refer 
that, in the case of the price, the highest position means that the company offers the lowest 
possible price and, therefore, it indicates a competitive advantage as well. 
 

4.3. Factors of Competition Analysis 
 
Having set the variables and deciding its measurement, the Table 1 was built: 
  

 
Table 1: Value Curve Inputs 

Regarding the price, it is possible to conclude that all the companies are offering the same 
premium price. However, when it comes to the family price, Tidal has a disadvantage and, 
when looking into the student price, Amazon and Google also have a disadvantage towards 
their competitors. To sum up, the average score is 4.33 points, meaning that Spotify, Apple 
and Pandora have a competitive advantage in relation to its peers (5 points each), Amazon 
and Google have a disadvantage (3.33 points each), and Tidal stays on the average. 
 
As for free option, it might be concluded that Apple and Tidal are not in a favorable position, 
since they do not offer a free version, while all the other companies under analysis do. 
However, Google is the one in the most favorable position, as its free option does not include 
ads. Hence, the average score is 2.83 points, meaning that Spotify, Amazon, Google and 
Pandora have a competitive advantage (5 points for Google and 4 points for the remaining), 
while Apple and Tidal have a disadvantage (0 points). 
 
As the free trial period is a common practice in this industry, all the players have it. The key 
differentiating factor is the length of this period. While Spotify, Apple and Tidal are offering 

Spotify Apple Music Amazon Music Google Play Music Pandora Tidal Average

1. Price

   1.1. Premium price $9.99 $9.99 $9.99 $9.99 $9.99 $9.99

   1.2. Family price $14.99 up to 6 users $14.99 up to 6 users $14.99 up to 6 users $14.99 up to 6 users $14.99 up to 6 users
50% off each 

additional account 

   1.3. Student price $4.99 $4.99 No No $4.99 $4.99

Score 5 5 3.33 3.33 5 4.33 4.33

2. Free option

   2.1. Existence Yes No Yes Yes Yes No

   2.2. Ads in the free option Yes n.a Yes No Yes n.a

Score 4 0 4 5 4 0 2.83

3. Free trial period

   3.1. Length 3 months 3 months 1 month 1 month 2 months 3 months

Score 5 5 1.67 1.67 3.33 5 3.61

4. Offline Listening

   4.1. Devices
Mobile and 

desktop
Mobile

Mobile and 

desktop
Mobile Mobile Mobile

Score 5 2.5 5 2.5 2.5 2.5 3.33

5. Library Size

   5.1. Quantity 50 million 50 million 50 million 40 million 2 million 50 milion

Score 5 5 5 4 0.2 5 4.03

6. Features

   6.1. Podcasts Yes No No Yes Yes Yes

   6.2. Radio stations Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

   6.3. Music videos Yes Yes No No No Yes

Score 5 3.33 1.67 3.33 3.33 3.33 3.33

Average 4.83 3.47 3.44 3.31 3.06 3.36 3.58
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3 months, Pandora is offering 2 months and Amazon and Google only 1 month. This 
originates a competitive advantage for Spotify, Apple and Tidal (5 points) considering the 
average is 3.61. 
 
About the offline listening, it is possible to observe that Spotify and Amazon have a 
competitive advantage over their competitors, since they are offering it both in the mobile 
and in the desktop (5 points). Therefore, all the remaining companies are in disadvantage 
(2.5 points), since the average is 3.33 points. 
 
With respect to the library size, Spotify, Apple, Amazon and Tidal have a score of 5 points, 
as they are offering around 50 million songs. Google was rated with 4 points, since they are 
offering 40 million songs, while Pandora was rated with only 0.2 points because of the 2 
million songs offered. The average score is 4.03. 
 
Regarding the features, it is possible to conclude that Apple and Amazon are the only ones 
that do not offer podcasts. In relation to the radio stations, Tidal is in an unfavorable position 
since all the other players offer it and, with respect to the music videos, Amazon, Google and 
Pandora do not offer it. To sum up, Spotify has a clearly competitive advantage, considering 
it offers all the features (5 points) and Amazon a clearly disadvantage by offering solely the 
radio stations (1.67 points), while the remaining are on the average (3.33 points). 
 
Summing up, Spotify has an overall score of 4.83 points against an average of 3.58 points, 
which gives them a competitive advantage. 
 

4.4. Value Curve 
 
Nowadays, companies engage in fierce competition with each other for minimal 
differentiations, and that is precisely what it is happening in this very competitive sector. 
However, when looking to all the factors of competition, Spotify only loses to Google in the 
free option, as it is possible to see in Figure 2. Therefore, it might be concluded that Spotify 
has a competitive advantage over its competitors. This is much more visual in Figure 3, 
where it is easier to conclude that Spotify is well above the industry’s average. 
 

                 
Figure 2: Value Curve by Company                        Figure 3: Value Curve Spotify vs Industry 

 

5. Impact on Valuation 

  
The main idea to have in mind when forecasting the future value drivers is that Spotify has a 
competitive advantage. However, for this competitive advantage to be sustainable in the 
future, Spotify must continue to invest in marketing and R&D in a consistent way.  
Thus, the marketing costs were forecasted not to fall under a value lower than 6% as a 
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percentage of revenue, which is the lowest value of the competitors’ marketing costs under 
analysis (Amazon and Apple). This value is deemed acceptable for a more stable market due 
to economies of scale. 
 
Regarding the research and development costs, this value should not fall because it is a vital 
investment for Spotify, since it is mainly related with the improvement in the advanced data 
analytics systems and algorithms that are used to predict music that the users will enjoy. This 
is the key differentiating factor between them and other music content providers. Therefore, 
an average of the competitors’ research and development costs was used for the future 
(10.53% as a percentage of revenue). 
 
With both investments, we strongly believe that Spotify will be able to maintain its ad-
supported ARPU (only increasing at the inflation rate), its conversion to premium rate, and 
to increase its new ad-supported customers, at least at the same pace as of the industry. 
In relation to the premium service, we believe that Spotify will decrease its monthly premium 
churn rate and increase the new premium customers from the bi-annual trial campaign. 
However, the Premium ARPU should fall due to the declining of Family and Student plans, 
due to penetration in emerging markets, where the price is lower, and due to competition. 
 
To sum up, Table 2 summarizes the impact of this analysis.  
 

 
Table 2: Spotify’s market share 

According to our own revenues’ projection and to the industry’s projection from the MIDiA 
Research, Spotify’s market share is expected to rise from 30% in 2017 to 46% in 2026. 
 

6. Conclusion and Limitations 

 

This tool was an essential part for our equity research, as it enabled us to conclude that Spotify 
has a competitive advantage over its competitors, allowing us to be confident about the future 
prospects for the company and about our own future projections.  
 
However, despite all the benefits, the Value Curve Model has some limitations. Firstly, it is 
more accurate when using similar competitors because, if we use very different companies, 
an infinite number of factors of competition would have to be analyzed since each individual 
company would have something unique and different from the others. Also, it is not possible 
to analyse all the competitors due to lack of information regarding some of the companies. 
Secondly, the tool works better when using quantitative factors, as they are easier to measure. 
Therefore, there is a lack of qualitative factors of competition (such as reputation, knowledge, 
customer support, ease of use, platform attractiveness, security, among others) that would 
enrich the analysis. Finally, there is some personal judgment and subjectivity in this analysis, 
as the factors of competition, as well as scores, will vary according to the person performing 
it. Also, the weight of each factor can vary according to the specific preferences of a user (i.e. 
in this example, all of the factors of competition weighted the same, but in real life people 
may give more importance to one specific factor over the others). 

In dollars 2017 A  2018 A 2019 F 2020 F 2021 F 2022 F 2023 F 2024 F 2025 F 2026 F

Industry's projection 15,200 19,608 23,530 27,059 30,306 33,337 36,337 39,244 42,384 45,350

% growth 15.0% 12.0% 10.0% 9.0% 8.0% 8.0% 7.0%

Spotify's projection 4,536 5,832 7,543 9,384 11,405 13,437 15,425 17,371 19,288 21,079

Implicit market share 30% 30% 32% 35% 38% 40% 42% 44% 46% 46%


